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Abstract In this paper we shall study the asymptotic behavior of metric dynamical 

systems when the time domain is any locally compact topological group. We investigate 

some new properties of ergodic, mixing, and weakly mixing metric dynamical system.     
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IntroductionThe ergodicity, mixing , and weakly mixing [1] are very important tools 

in the study of metric dynamical system and to describe the behavior of many 

phenomena's in biology, chemistry, biochemistry, physics,…etc. when the time goes to 

infinity.  The mixing, weakly mixing and exact are define in case of the time domain is 

an infinite. In this paper we define these concepts when the time domain is any locally 

compact topological group. That is, we shall study the asymptotic behaveor of metric 

dynamical systems when the time domain is any locally compact topological group. We 

investigate some new properties of ergodic, mixing and weakly mixing metric 

dynamical system. There are many studies of the asymptotic behavior of metric 

dynamical systems with respect to many authors. In the following we shall list some of 

these studies. H. Furstenberg , Y. Katznelson and   D. Ornstein in 1982[2]they  give an 

exposition, as widely accessible as possible, ofthe ergodic theoretic proof of the (Let 
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    be a subset of the integers of positive upper density,then  contains arbitrarily 

long arithmetic progressions).John Earman and Miklos Redei in 1996[3] they argue 

that, contrary to some analyses in the philosophy of science liter-ature, ergodic theory 

falls short in explaining the success of classical equilibrium sta-tistical mechanics. H. 

R. Biswas and M. S. Islam in 2012 [4] study one dimensional linear and non-linear 

maps and its dynamical behavior. They study measure theoretic-cal dynamical behavior 

of the maps. P. J. Mitkowski, W.Mitkowski in 2012[5] discuss basic notions of the 

ergodic theory approach to chaos. Throughout this paper   be any locally compact 

group [6,7] and it is considered as a measurable space with Haar measure[6-9] A 

sequence {  } in a topological (semi-)group   is said to be diverge [6,7] ( written 

     as     ) if for any compact subset   of    there exists       such that  

     for       .The triple          is a probability space[8,9]. The paper is 

organized as follows. In Sec.1 we state the definition of MDS and give some examples. 

In sec.2 the study of methods for constructing  new MDS's from given one. In sec.3 we 

study the ergodicity of metric dynamical systems in terms of  general locally compact 

topological groups.In Sec.4 In this section we study mixingand weakly mixing of MDS 

and give some properties of such systems.  

1.Metric Dynamical Systems( Definitions and Examples) 

    Inthis sectionwe state the definition of metric dynamical system( shortly, MDS)in terms of 

locally compact group and give some examples. 

Definition1.1 [10,11]The 5-tuple             is called metric dynamical system( Shortly 

MDS) if         is a probability space and 

(i)         is            measurable,  

(ii)            , 
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(iii)                      and 

(iv)              , for every     and every    . 

Note that we write         either in the form       ( as a function of two variable or 

in the form     . 

Example 1.2 [11]Let         be a probability space with 

  {                    } . 

 is the Borel   algebra generated by the compact-open topology on           ,   is the 

Wiener measure on      . Define       by 

                       ,    . 

Then             is an MDS. 

Example 1.3[11](Ordinary Differential Equations).An MDS can be also generated by 

ordinary differential equations (ODE). Let us consider a system ofODEs in    : 

   

  
               ,        .                                                                            (1) 

Assume that the Cauchy problem for this system is well-posed. We define          

by           , where      is the solution of (1) with      . Assume that a nonnegative 

smooth function               satisfiesthe stationary Liouville equation 

∑
 

   
(                            )    

      (2) 

and possesses the property 
          . Then     is a density of a 

probability measure on    . By Liouville’s theorem 
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for any bounded continuous function     on    and therefore in this situation an MDS arises 

with       ,       and             . Here     is the Borel   algebra of sets 

in  . 

2. Constriction of  Metric Dynamical Systems.  

       We begin now the study of methods for constructing  new MDS's from given one. This 

will lead in later sections in terms of simpler, more familiar ones. 

The following definition is a development of the concept of "fiber preserving action" [12]. 

Definition 2.1 The action of the metric dynamical system                is said to be a 

measurable fiber preserving action with respect to surjective measurable mapping    of a 

measurable space     onto the measurable  space   if the following condition satisfies : if 

            , then                     for every          and        . 

Definition 2.2[12] Let            be a metric dynamical system ,   be a topological group 

and       be a surjective map. Then        is said to be acts constantly on every point 

of   if                 for every              and    . 

In the following definition we make a simple modification on Definition 1.2 in [1].  

Definition2.3Let                  and                 be two MDS'sif there 

existbijective measurable transformation         and group isomorphism       such 

that  for all        and       we have  

(1)  ( 
      )        , 

(2)     ( 
        

      )                  . 
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then we say that                  and                 ,  are equivalent via        and we 

write                                       . 

Theorem 2.4[13]Let             be a metric dynamical system,  be a topological group ,  

be measurable space,       be surjective open group homomorphism ,       be 

surjective measurable function. If        is acts constantly on every point of   and   is fiber 

preserving action with respect to  , , then           is metric random dynamical system 

where 

(1)          is probability space with           defined by                    . 

(2) The action          is defined by                           . 

In the following theorem we study the direct product       of MDS's    and   . We have 

already used a special case of this construction, namely      . 

Theorem2.5[13] If                                        are two MDS's, then 

their direct product      is a MDS. 

Theorem2.6Let             be anMDS. If      with        , then so is 

                where        ,       /       and     |    . 

Proof The collection         is    algebra on   .It is easy to see that    is a 

probability on    and so            is probability space. Now,                 , for 

every      . If       , then  

                  (        )               . 

If      , then there exists     such that        . Since     , then so is   . Thus 

                 and consequently   (        )        .This means that   preserve-

measure. Since   is            measurable, then   is              measurable. 
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3. Ergodicity of Metric Dynamical Systems 

In this section, we study the ergodicity of metric dynamical systems in terms of  general 

locally compact topological groups. First we shall state the definition of invariant set 

and give some new properties of such set. 

Definition 3.1 [1] Let             be a MDS. A set     is said to be   invariant 

under  if              , for all     . 

Theorem 3.2 Let                  and                   be equivalent MDS's via 

      . If       is    invariant under the   , then             is 

   invariant under the   . 

Proof First, note that since   is bijective and measurable, then            . To 

show that    is    invariant under the   . Let      . Since   is group isomorphism, 

then there exists       such that            or equivalently          . Now 

                    
                 

     
                      

     
                 

        
       . 

By Definition2.3, we get                   and this complete the proof. 

Theorem 3.3 Let                  and                   be two MDS's. Then 

            is        invariant under       if, and only if either        is 

   invariant under    or        is    invariant under   . 

Proof Let              , then      and      . Now  

     [     (       )           ] 
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                                . 

From this we get our result. 

Definition 3.4[1] An MDS             is said to be ergodic under   if for any 

  invariant set      under    we have either        or       . That is, if 

            , implies        or       , for all      and all     , 

where   is a syndetic subset of  . 

Theorem 3.5 Let                  and                   be equivalent MDS's via 

      . If                   is ergodic, then so is                 .  

Proof Suppose that                    is ergodic. Let       be a    invariant 

under   . Then            is    invariant under   . By hypothesis either 

  ( 
      )    or  . But by  Definition 3.4, then we have          or  . This 

complete the proof. 

Definition 3.6[1] An MDS             is said to be uniquely ergodic under   if 

there is exactly one   invarint probability measure    on  .  

Theorem3.7 Let                             . If             is uniquely 

ergodic, then so is            . 

Proof. Suppose that             is uniquely ergodic. To show that             is 

uniquely ergodic. By hypothesis there is exactly one   invarint  probability measure  
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  on  . That is                 for every     . If      ,then          

since   is measurable. Now,  

            (               )   (      )      . 

Finally, weneed to show that   is unique. Let    be any   invarint probability 

measure on    such that       . Then there exists      such that       

     .Then                   , i.e.,                   .But that is a 

contradiction. Therefore             is uniquely ergodic. 

4.Mixingand Weakly Mixing Metric Dynamical Systems 

In this section we introduce a new definition of   mixing metric dynamical systemswhere the 

time domain is a general locally compact group and give some properties of such systems. 

The following two definitionsare generalizing of Definition 1.5 and Definition 1.6 in [1] 

respectively. 

Definition4.1An MDS           is said to be mixing if for each      , there exists a 

divergent sequence {  } in   such that 

              
              .                           (1) 

We shall say that a set     of positive integers has density zero [1]if the number of elements in 

  {       } divided by   tends to   as    . 

Definition 4.2 An MDS              is said to be weakly mixing if for each      , there 

exists a divergent sequence {  } in    such that  

                  
                                          (2) 

where   is a set of density zero, which may vary for different choices of   and  . 
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Remark 4.3 The concept of mixing (weakly mixing) MDS given in [1] is a special case of 

Definition 4.1 (Definition 4.2) above. For we can take  {  }  { } if     or  . 

     The following theorem shows that weak mixing lies logically between mixing and 

ergodicity.( Here we make simple modification on Proposition 1.5 in [1])  

Lemma4.4[1] For a bounded sequence {  } let us write              provided that 

              , where   has density zero. Then, in general, 

              iff        
 

 
∑ |    |   

     .              (3)  

Theorem4.5 Let             be an MDS. Then the following are equivalent: 

(a)             is weakly mixing; 

(b)       
 

 
∑ |        

              |   
      (     ); 

(c)       
 

 
∑          

                     
    (     ); 

(d) The MDS                     is ergodic. 

(e)                       is weakly mixing. 

Proof        . Suppose (a). Then                   
              ,for all 

     ,   . Set {  }  {        
    } and            in Lemma 4.4 we get 

       .    Also                
              if and only 

if        |        
             |   if and only if 

        |        
             |   if and only if 

      
 

 
∑ |        

             |    
     . 

Now if             is ergodic, then       
 

 
∑ |        

             |    
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∑         

                        
     

   

   

            

       
 

 
∑         

         
              . 

so that in this case (b) and (c) are equivalent. However, either (b) or (c) implies that 

            is ergodic. Thus (b) and (c) are equivalent. To show that (2) holds for all  

       , with   replaced by    , it is sufficient to show that it holds for measurable 

rectangles. Condition (2) then becomes  

                
            

                      ,          .     

Since the union of two sets of density zero has density zero, the last equality  follows from 

(2). That is, (a) implies (e).   Since (d) obviously follows from (e), it only remains to show 

that (d) implies (c). If                        is ergodic and      , then  

   
   

 

 
∑         

      

   

   

 

    
   

 

 
∑                 

          

   

   

 

                            ,  

as was to be shown. 

Theorem 4.6If an MDS             is {  }  mixing, then it is ergodic. 

Proof Suppose that             is a {  }  mixing MDS. Let     be a    invariant set. 

By hypothesis, there exists a divergent sequence {  } in    such that 

              
                

     . 
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But     
      , then                  ,or              . Then either      

  or        and this complete the proof. 

Theorem 4.7 Let                                       . If                  is 

(weakly) {  
 }  mixing, then                  is (weakly) {  

 }–mixing where   
    

  
 . 

Proof We shall proof for "mixing" and "weakly mixing" follow similarly. Let         , 

then                         . By hypothesis, there exists a divergent 

sequence{  
 } in   such that                    

                    .Set  
    

  
 , then   

  is divergent sequence in   . Thus 

                
     

                    . 

                 
     

                           . 

                      
                        . 

    
   

            
                      

This means that                  is {  
 }–mixing and the proof is completed. 

Theorem4.8 If                  is (weakly) {  
 }  mixing and                  is 

(weakly){  
 }  mixingthen their product is (weakly){  

 }  {  
 }  mixing. 

Proof We shall proof for "mixing" and "weakly mixing" follow similarly. First, note 

that if                                   are two  MDS's, then by Theorem 2.5 

their product is also MDS. Suppose that                  is {  
 }  mixing and 

                is{  
 }  mixing. Set 

  {             } 
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For any          ,            . By hypothesis there exists a divergent 

sequence {  
 } in     such that  

              (  
 )

  
                ,      . 

Put  {  }  {  
 }  {  

 }  {   
    

  }. Then {  } is divergent sequence in      . 

Now 

   
   

          
      

    
   

                       
    

              

    
   

                    
            

         

    
   

               
                 

        

    
   

            
                   

        

    
   

           
          

   
           

        

                          

                              

                          

           . 

Since   is semi-algebra which generates       , any element of        can be 

approximated by a finite disjoint elements of  , and therefore  

               
                for all           . 

This complete the proof. 
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 حول السلوك المحاذي للنظم الديناميكية المترية

 

 حث يقذو يٍ قبمب

 ًضة عبذحاحساٌ جباس كاظى                                                          صلاح 

 كهيت انتشبيت   ث             انجايعت انًستنصشيت /كهيت عهوو انحاسوب و انشياضيا/جايعت انقادسيت

 قسى انشياضياث               قسى انشياضياث                                              

 

صيشة  أي  عنذيا يكوٌ يجال انضيٍ تانًتشي تسنذسط في هزا انبحث انسهوك انًحاري نهنظى انذيناييكي المستخلص:

 .تانذيناييكي انًتشي اننظى في . سنتفحص بعض انخواص انجذيذة نهثباث, انخهط, انخهط انضعيفيحهيا تبونوجيت يتشاصت


